MORE OF OBAMA’S FELONY GREEN PAYOLA ELECTION
KICK-BACK PROGRAM UNCOVERED

Virginia Gov. McAuliffe’s Role in Green Car Scandal that
Fleeced Taxpayers out of Millions
An electric car company that folded after taking millions of taxpayer dollars was founded by Virginia
Governor Terry McAuliffe, the chairman of Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign and former
Democratic National Committee (DNC) chair, but the mainstream media is ignoring this pertinent fact.
The Mississippi-based company, GreenTech, shut down in January but is back in the spotlight because
this week the state’s auditor demanded the firm repay $6.4 million in public funds. Only a small
Richmond, Virginia newspaper prominently reported McAuliffe’s ties to the scandal, stating in the
headline that “Mississippi auditor demands $6.4M repayment from McAuliffe’s former electric car
company.”
Most mainstream news outlets ignored the story altogether and a few kept McAuliffe’s name out the
minimal coverage. Washington D.C.’s mainstream newspaper went with a lengthy wire service story
that matter-of-factly mentions McAuliffe in the very last sentence. “Among former insiders is Virginia
Gov. Terry McAuliffe,” the end of the article states. “He resigned as the firm’s chairman in December
2012 and said he divested his interest.” How convenient! The article omits that, as GreenTech founder,
McAuliffe brokered the deal in which the company got millions in public funds by promising to invest
$60 million locally and creating hundreds of new full-time jobs. That never happened and instead
taxpayers got fleeced. Now Mississippi State Auditor Stacey Pickering is ordering that the money be
repaid with interest and investigative costs. The exact figure is $6,360,019.60.
McAuliffe is a renowned Democratic fundraiser who made a fortune with shady investments in a
telecommunications giant that went bankrupt. He started his fundraising career in Jimmy Carter’s 1979
reelection campaign and has raised big bucks for Democrats over the years, but not without
controversy. McAuliffe was investigated for campaign-finance abuses during the 1996 presidential
election and was deposed by the Senate committee investigating the matter. In 2002 the Virginia
governor was investigated for his role in an unprecedented case of political profiteering for turning a
$100,000 investment in telecommunications giant Global Crossings into an $18 million profit. The
company later made the fourth-largest bankruptcy filing in history and McAuliffe insisted he only did
“political work” for the company’s founder who, incidentally, donated $1 million to Bill Clinton’s
Presidential Library.
In 2013, McAuliffe appeared on Judicial Watch’s most corrupt politicians list and last year Judicial Watch sued
the governor on behalf of Virginia voters for signing an executive order to restore voting rights to about 206,000

convicted felons. In court proceedings, Judicial Watch argued that the blanket restoration of rights to felons
violates “provisions of the Virginia Constitution mandating that voting rights may only be restored on an individual
basis, following a particular, individualized review and a finding of sufficient grounds for restoring such rights.”
Plaintiffs alleged that their votes and the lawful votes of other Virginians will be cancelled out or diminished by
felons who are not eligible to vote under Virginia’s laws and constitution.

Though his pals in the mainstream media are keeping his name out of the GreenTech scandal,
McAuliffe could still be in serious trouble. The Virginia paper that reported his key role in the bankrupt
electric car company points this out: “McAuliffe’s office has said the governor has had no involvement
with the company since stepping down as its chairman and divesting his financial stake. But the
escalating standoff in Mississippi raises the likelihood that the business deal McAuliffe brokered could
be headed toward a bitter end in court. Ending his four-year term as governor with a higher national
profile and record as an exuberant pitchman for Virginia, GreenTech’s unraveling could dog McAuliffe
amid speculation about a 2020 presidential bid.”

========
Corrupt Silicon Valley Venture Capitalists Confronted For Their
Crimes
Dear Kleiner Perkins, Wilson Sonsini, Elon Musk, Greylock Partners, SVB and Khosla Ventures:
Can you clear up some confusion?
We were discussing your venture capital company with the FBI, the U.S. Congress and a number of law
firms and need to finalize the understanding of your operations.
After extensive investigation, it seems that only one of two possibilities exist.
Either:
Option #1: You consciously arranged a mafia-class organized crime crony payola kickback scheme
with Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama and you, and every employee there, needs to be sent to federal
prison and have all of your assets bankrupted. Because your emails and phone records show that you
ordered hit jobs on Bay Area people who reported you, some of you deserve even worse than prison.
or
Option #2: Even though all of the glory pages on your website claim that your staff are genius-level
PhD’s and the smartest people in the world you actually only accidentally arranged a mafia-class
organized crime crony payola kickback scheme with Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama. In this
“accidental” set of thousands of coincidences that worked out to rig three elections, you just happened
to be the only financial beneficiaries in the world.

Which of these is true?
In either case you deserve punishment.
You can watch what happened after the FBI raid of Solyndra, the Meme destruction of CNN and the
hundreds of other take-downs currently underway because those are just warm-ups for your takedowns.
We have asked, in writing, for the FBI to arrest and investigate you and every reporter on Earth will
soon have a dossier on every employee at your firm. Over 200 million voters are now watching your
every move. Every Pension fund has been asked to cut you off.
Was it Option #1 or Option #2?

